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1INTELLIGENCE AND INTEREST AS FACTORS IN GUIDANCE
CHAPTER I
Introduction
CHANGING EMPHASES IN GUIDANCE.
The traditional introduction to a
discussion upon guidance is to point out that, insofar as
guidance is implied by any teacher -pupil relationship, to
that extent it has existed as an educational procedure
from the very earliest and crudest beginnings of schools.
The movement to incorporate guidance into the program of
progressive education is, however, of comparatively recent
origin. Possibly we are too close to its beginnings to
speak authoritatively upon any salient trends. Neverthe-
less the two decades which have elapsed since its incep-
tion have been marked by several shifts of emphasis from
one phase of the work to another.
Writers upon guidance are accustomed
to speak as if this movement originated in one place,
through the efforts of one man, and from this center radi-
ated into the educational system. To take this view is
to lose the proper perspective, and to miss the true sig-
The
tradi-
tional
aspect
of
guidance
The
common
view
of the
origin
of the
guidance
movement
i•
2nificance of the movement.
Educational reforms are not born in Education
evolves
one place, nor created through the efforts of one indivi- its
practices
dual. They have their source in a social need; their or- from a
I
social
ganization results from efforts of schools to respond to need
that need. They spread slowly or rapidly, widely or narrow-
ly in proportion to the urgency and universality with
which that need is felt by social groups. It often happen^
that one man or one system stands out pre-eminently as a
pioneer in recognizing this lack in community life and in
developing some practice to cope with it. Because of this
man or system— is identified with that movement and
thrust into a position of leadership in it. This is the
story of Frank Parsons and Boston: the one was the inspi-
ration, the other evolved a workable organization to sup-
ply the deficiency he pointed out. But—and this is the
error too frequently made— this is not the story of the
guidance movement. That had not one but a hundred and
more beginnings.
When the true story shall be written, The
true
with all the facts , revealed by research, at hand—it will origin
of the
be found that guidance developed spontaneously in many guidance
movement
communities never mentioned in the inadequate histories of
the present small systems, isolated schools, administered
Iw
3by forgotten men, who, even before Parsons called attention
to it, sensed this want in their community and shaped school
procedure to meet it. That certain large cities, east and
west, stand out as centers where guidance, once started, de-
veloped rapidly is understandable. In large groups not on-
ly are social needs more acutely felt because they affect
greater numbers, but in themselves they exert pressure up-
on a school system. Few if any of the pre-Parsons attempts
at guidance had wide influence upon educational policy.
Their sponsors seem never to have appreciated the signifi-
cance of their task, infinitely deeper and richer than
mere adjustment to a local need. They never knew that thej
had touched upon a new educational philosophy and a new
technique.
Today the guidance movement continues
to increase in importance. The establishment of the jun-
ior high school, the avowed purpose of which is exploratior
under guidance of pupil interests and pupil abilities, the
intrenchment of guidance as an activity of the secondary
school, the tendency to extend the work into elementary
grades, all have opened up fields of service undreamed of by
leaders of the movement two decades ago. As a result the
new guidance has outgrown theories and practices laid down
then, when it seemed ndt only feasible but necessary to em-
ploy
The
growth
of the
movement

4as counselors none but specially trained experts.
It is quite evident that if we ac-
cept the principle that guidance is essential everywhere^
—
A
inew
technioue
is
in rural districts as in city schools, in poor systems as jnecessary
The
present
need
in rich ones— then we must revise our theory and methods
of guidance administration. As a result the conviction
is gaining ground steadily that if guidance is to become
a universal school function, it must in some way devolve
upon that universal unit of school organization, the
school-room with the class-room teacher.
New techniques of counseling grow
out of this departure, and new adaptations of old materialj
Most pressing, however, is the need to simplify into school^
room terms and school procedures those phases of the work
which, up to now, have been the special province of experts^
For example, the subject of this paper, Intelligence and
Interest as Factors in Guidance, has been discussed many
times by experts and for experts, but seldom if ever from
the standpoint of aiding that lastest comer into guidance,
the class-room teacher.
With this shift of emphasis from the 'The
four
expert to the teacher as the agent of guidance, the move- periods
of
ment enters upon the fourth distinct phase of its develop- develop-
ment
ment. The other periods may be marked off roughly as
1908 to 1914; 1914 to 1920; 1920 to 1925; and 1925 to the

5present. These divisions are arbitrary as all divisions in
educational development must be, since periods and phases
merge intangibly, one into the other.
Possibly the best way to catch what,
at any given period, men think, believe, or hope for, is to'
||
read the writings of that period, particularly the periodi-
cals and the more ephemeral articles which mirror all
shades of thought: the vexations, the uncertainties, the
criticisms or commendations of current practices. It is
from such readings as these that the limits of the periods
have been set, and the outstanding emphasis determined.
If the method appears iinscientific—because it brings in
of necessity the subjective element— it has this justifi-
cation. It was the single practical method for this sit-
uation.
The years 1908 to 1914 have been
designated as the period of beginnings. The emphasis was
distinctly vocational, and the service rendered social
rather than educational. This last statement may require
interpretation. A study of the many chapters upon guid-
ance in the books of this period, or of the large number
of magazine articles which are available in the files of
those years, shows that two main ideas possessed the minds
of the early writers and thinkers who were fumbling their
way to a philosophy and theory of guidance. These two ideas:
The
period
of
beginning

6were the need of definite vocational choice by young per-
sons, and the responsibility of someone— either school
department or private philanthropical organization— to
procure placement in industry for those who needed work,
and in particular for the group who through lack of defin-
ite preparation found themselves in unskilled jobs.
The departments which were organized
during this period were weighted heavily upon the place-
ment side, and whether they were part of a school system
or not, they were almost wholly apart from the schools,
revolving on a separate orbit, and rarely touching the
class-room.
Two notable books mark this period:
Parson's Choosing a Vocation and President Eliot's essay
upon The Value During Education of the Life Career Motive.
Of the two the second had a more constructive influence,
if not a wider one, foi^ as the period of beginnings pro-
gressed^ school men began to see that if a life career mo-
tive had educational value, of necessity it could not be
separated from school-room practice. That this essay was
not typical of all thought during this period may be seen
from a glance at some of these titles selected at random
from Bloomfield's book. Readings in Vocational (Guidance,
This is a collection of the best contributions to guidance
literature up to 1915. The titles are as follows:
rhe
literature
of the
period

7The Social Waste of Unguided Personality Woods
The Wasteful Recruiting of Trades and Occupations
Dearie
The Industrial Factor in Education Henderson
An Inquiry Into the Vocational Aims of Pupils-Davis
Work, Wages, and Schooling of Boys Lewis
The date 1914 has been set as the
beginning of the second period in guidance, for in that yeai
two books were published which definitely placed the work
where it belonged— within, and not without the class-room
These books were Vocational and Moral Guidance by «^esse
B. Davis, then principal of Grand Rapids High School, and
Educational Guidance by Kelly, one of the Columbia Contri-
butions to Education. The effect of these books was felt
in the very general acceptance of the idea that, whatever
might be the responsibility of the school to provide for
some children placement in industry, and follow-up, it was
an obligation of the school to provide guidance of a sort
for all children.
The outcome of this recognition was
that In some places were established life career classes:
essentially attempts to give occupational information.
In other places an endeavor was made to give guidance
The
second
'period
•
8guidance through studies already contained within the cur-
ricula; English, geography, civics. In many places, even to-
day, the work has progressed no farther than this. The
great contribution of this period was the annunciation of
one of the fundamental principles of guidance: that the
responsibility for this function rests chiefj-y upon the
school.
In 1920 there appeared in the move- i The
third
ment a new phase of development, one more nearly related movement
to the first period, with its emphasis upon vocation, than
to the second. This phase was the direct outgrowth of the
influence of war-time attempts to use psychology to deter-
mine the intellectual levels of men and of occupations
—
the hunt to find prognostic tests which would classify the
abilities of woriiers in some more efficient and less waste-
ful way than the old trial and error method of selection.
These attempts of industry were carried over into the ed-
ucational field and the guidance movement was shot through
with research aimed to discover how far school subjects
were prognostic, and how far the intelligence level of a
student was a safe index to guidance counseling.
These attempts were for the most
part abortive, and their findings so uncertain that skilled
counselors frowned upon their use. Nevertheless this pe-
riod has made a very distinct contribution towards guid-

9ance development, the formulation of scientific procedures
in the technique of counseling.
The present period is too new, too The
(present
close at hand to permit a critical view. Nevertheless it .period
*
is very evident that, up to the present time, the outstand-
ing tendency is to make the class-room teacher the guid-
ance counselor, a procedure which is gaining favor every-
where,because
a* It makes use of existing organization
rather than creating a new organization
b. It provides a scheme universally practi-
cal, and requiring only adaptation to local conditions.
c. It does not add to the present burden of
school expense.
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CHAPTER II
An Explanation of the Problem.
In the last chapter the statement
fThe
point
of
was made that intelligence and interest as factors in guid-iview
anoe have very frequently come under the attention of ex-
perts in psychology or in guidance, but that the results of
these studies have been of interest and value chiefly to
other specialists. This paper, on the contrary, will try
to handle these subjects from the point of view of the av-
erage class-room teacher who has, usually, little training
in the intricacies of statistics. As a result little re-
finement of data has been attempted,
A sentence or two may be necessary
to make clear that part which the class-room teacher plays
in a system of universal guidance— which makes materi-
als such as this of help to her.
In guidance, as in other subjects,
definite techniques have developed. If it is kept in mind
that the major objective of guidance is to lead the child
to self discovery—that is, to acquaint him with his in-
terests and abilities— and to encourage him in the self-
determination of his future career, then it is clear that
The
technique
of
guidance
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the major technique must be that which is aimed to aid him
in such discovery and such determination. This is termed
"counseling" and it is this which must devolve upon the
home-room teacher.
There are two main devices through
which the counselor works: the group conference— not es-
sentially different from any good teaching lesson and to
which both the major techniques of instruction and the
laws of learning apply and the personal interview. The
minor techniques of guidance: placement, follow-up, occupa-
tional and educational research, are not germane to the
present topic since the teacher counselor rarely partici-
pates in them.
Interest and intelligence have been
chosen as the subjects of this study because they are the
factors fundamental to any program of counseling, and the
two with which the teacher-counselor—as we must call the
class-room teacher in her capacity as counselor— is most
frequently confronted. How far are they significant for
her? To what extent shall she use them as indices? The
point of view that is kept in view throughout this paper
is that of any teacher, but particularly of the one in a
small system or a rural school, who in all probability
can not have the assistance of experts. This teacher will
be confronted with cases to solve but she will have little
Reeeon
for
choice
of
topic
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time and little help other than the usual mechanics of the
class-rooom.
Specifically then, the problem resolve
itself into an attempt to investigate and evaluate as in-
struments of counseling and guidance such data as can be
placed within the range of every class-rooora teacher: the
results of intelligence tests, information such as age,
grade, acceleration, retardation, accomplishment, pupil in-
terests as expressed in vocational choice, pupil interests
as expressed in course choice.
The group intelligence test has been
chosen rather than the individual Simon—Binet for two
reasons. Even had it been possible to collect for this
study a body of data, based upon the results of individual
tests, and large enough to warrant the drawing of certain
conclusions, this data would have been rejected as out of
keeping with the expressed standpoint of this paper— the
instruments at the command of the average teacher. Few
small school systems, few rural schools, and few of the
larger school systems, today either employ a trained psycho-
logist or have teachers adequately equipped to administer
the individual test. Even allowing a greater margin of er-
ror, the group test^ v?hen ^ second time, to re-check
results, can be made an effective instrument of measure-
ment.
sThe
specific
problem
The
use
of the
group
1
test.
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The hundreds of scores used in this
study were obtained through the courtesy of class-room
teachers, school principals, and departments of tests and
measurements. In the larger number of instances they are
the results of a single group test because it was not pos-
sible to obtain carefully re-checked scores. Since these
scores are used solely as a basis to show how group tests
can be used as factors in counseling, and not made in them-
selves the basis of any specific counseling, this lack of
re-checking will not in any way affect whatever conclusion!
may be drawn. It will be re-iterated here, however, that
the result of a single group test should never be taken as
conclusive evidence in a counseling program.
For the purposes of this study two
premises have been accepted as true. First, these group
tests do measure something which correlates highly with a
child's ability to do abstract school work. Second, it is
reasonable to believe that there are certain intelligence
levels below which it is difficult if not impossible to do
certain types and grades of school work, (80—85 for gram^
mar school graduation; 86—90 fOr high school graduation.)
It is no part of this discussion to state arbitrsirily that
pupils below certain mental levels may not complete a spe-
cified course. It merely accepts the levels which have
been established, *
"*
'^ermf n. Intelligence of School Chil^^®^* Note : In the
more progressive systems toaay the secondary school is so
organized as to provide for children of all ranges of
ability
The
two
premises
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PART I
CHAPTER III.
Intelligence as a Factor in Guidance.
Everyone concerned with schools— The
school
teachers, pupils, parents knows that the educational sys- a
'selective
tem is a selective agency where, by process of elimination;agency
those who are academically minded are winnowed from those
who are not. The time was when schoolmen considered this
not only a legitimate and extremely laudable function of
the school, but indeed the very end for which schools were
established. They viewed their lists of drop-outs with
pride and judged the efficiency of a school and the excel-
lence of its standard by the depths to which the academic
barometer fell. Today we have a very different view. One
of the duties of the teacher-counselor is to watch those
places in a class where drop-out may occur and guard again-i
st it. In modern education at least, prevention is far
better than the best remedy.
The Elementary or Grade School.
Before we can make any study of what
helps the elementary counselor may expect through the use
of group intelligence tests, we must know first, her pe-
The
elemen-
tary
school
Grades up to six
i
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culiar needs. In this state the compulsory school atten-
dance law requires the completion of the sixth grade be-
fore a pupil under sixteen and over fourteen, may withdraw.
Some few states still require less than this. Many re-
quire far more. In most cases the elementary school coun-
selor is not confronted with the problem of elimination,
iintil the very close of the elementary period.
Moreover her task is simplified to The
jelemen-
this extent. With the majority of children she needs to iitary
counselor
do very little vocational counseling, using the term " vo- problem
cational" in its technical sense, that is actual help to-
wards choice of vocation. There are very few pupils whom
economic necessity forces out of school as soon as the law
allows, but with these few she must be prepared to do voca-
tional guidance. Nor does 8he,\inless this elementary teach-
er-counselor is a sixth grade teacher, need to do exten-
sive educational guidance, in the sense that she must lead
a pupil to make proper choice among the schools just ahead
of him, or proper selection of courses or subjects. She can
concentrate, therefore, almost wholly upon problem cases,
that is upon those children who through school mal-adjust-
ment are paving the way to scholastic failure and elimina-
tion in later years.
What helps, then, does an elementary
counselor need? Obviously those which will help her to
•
17
locate her problems— not those problems which , in every
class-room are self-evident— but those others, not so evi-
dent which constitute the problem of a school: the slow,
the over-age and retarded, the accelerated, the very bright
who, in achievement do not live up to their mental promise,
the average pupil who can not seem to make the grade, the
dull who are being over-estimated. In all of these lie
possibilities of educational catastrophes.
How can the teacher-counselor lo-
cate these from the material at her hand: group intelli-
gence scores, age-grade relationships, achievement records?
To discover this a study was made of the intelligence
scores of approximately 600 children in each of the fourth,
sixth, eighth, and twelfth grades of the Boston schools, Ai:.
of these grades but the twelfth were tested with the Na-
tional Intelligence Scale, Form A, The group of high school
seniors were not tested during the period of investigation
but instead, the scores which they had made in the eighth
grade four years before were carried forward, lest any
question be raised concerning the validity of the test.
In every instance the raw scores were converted into intel-jf
ligence quotients.
The fourth grade was chosen as the
place to start this study because it seemed reasonable to
conclude that this group had,: on the one hand, reasonably
The
field
of the
study.
The
start
of the
study
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well adjusted itself to school procedure so that a test
would have sufficient validity, and on the other hand, it
was far enough along in grade progress so that certain
tendencies to acceleration or retardation might be apparent.
This fourth grade group is a fair
sampling of the fourth grade children throughout the city,
embracing all racial and social conditions, and all ranges
of school opportunity. This last statement means that
certain schools were selected because of their reputation
for progressive methods, while others were selected becaus^;
they were not so progressive. In choosing the sixth grade
and eighth grade groups care was taken to pick those corre-j
spending to the fourth grade selection. For this reason
there is a slight variation in the numbers used, as the
table which follows, indicates.
Grade IV 598
Grade VI 615
Grade VIII 626
TOTAL.
. .
. .1839
The
groups
chosen
V
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TABLE I . EXPLAINING CHART I .
THE SPREAD OF INTELLIGENCE-.GRADE IV,
I. ft. NO.
50—59 12
60—69 45
24% 70—79 84
31f«»*»»80—89 118 (54)
90—99 140
100-109 109
110-119 55
120-129 30
130-139 3
140-149 ..2
598
Median 92
First Quartile ..81
Third " ..104
There are certain points of significance
in this table which it may be well to show:
1. 24^ of this class are below the level
usually considered necessary for grammar school graduation
2* 31f« of the class are below the level
of high school graduation
3. The middle 50^ of the class, on its
lower limit, is bielow the high school level,
4* lOftf show ratings so extremely low
as to call for a retest to determine error, or for an in-
dividual test to serve as a check upon this rating.
31^ below
high school
7% plup 24^
24 % below gram-
mar school krac"-
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Findings such as these, however in-
teresting they may be to a teacher as a sidelight upon
the mental make-up of her class have, in themselves as un^
related facts, little significance for her in her capacity
as counselor. If this statement seems too drastic, it may
be modified to this extent. Those who fall in the upper
quartile would appear to give promise of ability to do ab-
stract academic work, and consequently of being able to at-
tain high rank in those activities of school or life which
require such ability. Those who fall lower in the scale
—
even after a reteet has checked the validity of the first
score— would seem predisposed to academic failure.
Unfortunately a counselor's task
can not be plotted so easily, since other factors enter in-
to it. Not all failures in a grade are found in this low-
er level ;nor all below the median. Not all failures have
equal signif icance ,from a guidance point of view, yet the
school system applies the same consequences to all. As a
result the failures of the fourth grade tend to become the
(irop-outs of the sixth or eighth year.
Has the teacher-counselor in the
fourth or sixth grade any means by which to gauge a child'
^
chances of a complete education— provided the economic
element over which the school has no control does not op-
erate to force the child from school, "Complete" in this
The
signi-
ficance
of the
test.
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is used to describe the extent of the course of education-
elementary, jxinior high school, senior high school— which
the community provides. The social causes of elimination. The
causes
economic necessity, racial traditions, are in addition fac- of
elimi-
tors which the teacher-counselor must consider, but which nation,
do not properly enter into this problem. Nor, as a discus-
sion somewhat later in this paper shall tend to show, do th^se
operate as agents of elimination in any such wholesale
fashion as does the school itself, through its curricula
and its loyalty to a strictly academic standard.
The largest number of children who
leave school are those who can not do its work. Shall in-
telligence be the sole gauge of these, the single index
that a teacher-counselor can use as a guide? The answer
to this can be found by probing into the age-grade-intel-
ligence relationship.
Just here it may be well to call at- The
age-
tention to the fact that in the studies of age in a grade, grade
I
re la-
retardation and acceleration, a coarse group handling has tion
been followed, and no effort has been made to take into con|l.
school attendance of
sideration such refinements as the length of/ atypical stu-
dents. The reason is this* Throughout this study effort
has been made to use only those instruments ttet the aver-
age teacher can use readily. In the last analysis the
chief value that an age-grade study has for the counselor

is the help it gives her in locating problem cases. The
coarse grouping which the counselor can make readily and
in little time, gives her this information, in a satisfac-
torily and reasonably accurate way. Therefore, this sim-
pler and cruder method of determining acceleration and re-
tardation has been used throughout.
will disclose that in the 598 cases of fourth grade child-
ren considered, a variation of age was found, and that this
variation covered a range of seven years, from seven as th^i
lower limit of the scale to fourteen as the upper one. Tho
median was a nine years, and but ^Ofo of the class was found
at it. The other 60^, either accelerated or retarded, were
distributed as follows:
An examination of the chart upon page 2?
Accelerated
2 years.
1 ..
20fo
Greatest acceleration 2 years
Retarded .
.
5 years)
4 N )
27^
4 %
2 "
1 » • • • •
Total retardation or acceleration. 60^i
One year either side of median. .. .86%
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TABLE II.»»EXPLAINING CHARTS II AND III .
DISTRIBUTIOii Oi?' AGES.
Years Frequency
.
7 3
8 114
9 266
10 138
11 57
12 13
13 6
14 1
Total.
. .598
The Age Groups.
Seven ^ear Group
I,Q.
lo9 120 129
Median 129
Above grade median.. plus 37 points
Eight Year Group,
Frequency
50—59
.
1
60—69.
70—79. .•»..•». .7
80—89. .........9
90—99. ........ 20
100-109 43
110-119
120-129.
130-139.
140-149 1
Total 114
Median 104
Above median for grade..plus 12 points
i'
I
Nine Year Group
I .ft . Frequency
50——59,
60—69 3
70—79 27
80—89 55
90—99 77 '
100-109 53
110-119 33
120-129 16
130-139 1
140-149...^....^
Total, 266
Median.
. .
.95
Above median for grade -pjus 3
Ten Year Group
Frequency
50—59,
60—69
,
19
70—79. •»,•«,. 28
80—89. 44
90—99. 31
100-109.
110-119 2
120-129,
130-139.
Total 138
Median 85
Below median for grade -minus 7
Eleven Year Group
I. ft . Frequency
50—59 5
60—69 13
70—79 16
80—89 10
90—99 12
100-109 1
Total. .57
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44
1
13
11
10
9'
Q,
I
50
I
I
60
Median 76
Below median for grade. mjnus 16
Twelve Year Group
Frequency
50—59. ....... ,3
60—69 5
70—79 ..5
Total TZ
Median 66
Below median for grade—minus 26
Thirteen Year Group
I.Q. Frequency
50—59 4
60—69
..^..2
Total 6
Median 56
Below median for grade minus 36
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CHART IV
A, SURFACE DISTRIBUTION OF AGE GROUPS FOR GRADE IV.
BO 60 70 80 90 iOO 110 120 130 140 .50

It is obviously unscientific to
make any generalization from these facts until it is pos-
sible to compare them with those revealed by a study of
the sixth and the eighth grades. Before passing on how-
ever certain facts are worth noting:
1, There is a wide range of ability be-
tween the extremes of the age groups.
The lowest—and oldest— group is
36 points below the median intelli-
gence of the median age. The highest
is 37 points above the same median,
makine: the extreme ranges of the med-
ian of the age groups 73 points,
2*
In the eight year old, or one year
accelerated group, there is a group of
13f<. with I.Q.'s below 90. One of two
things is true: either this group was
unwisely accelerated, or else they
|
were incorrectly tested. It is easy :
to discover which of these is true by|
giving a re test,group or individual,
although the latter would be prefer-
able.
With such a distribution ^in this grade
at least, it is possible to put a finger
upon those who will present problems
in guidance, and to watch them closely.
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CHART V
THE DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE
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CHART VIII
JTHE AGE GROUP MEDIANS .
YearSi
16
15
13
12
11
10
9
I
I
50 ^60 '70 80 90
I
100 110 120
. .Median for grade
TABLE III. *m**'^*m*** EXPLAINING CHART V.
THE SPREAD OF I^ELLIGENCE GRADE VfT
I. ft , FREQUENCY
50—59 7
60—69 37
70'~~79 69
80—89 122
90—99 139
100-1O9 120
110-119 80
120-129 30
130-139 9
140-149 .2
\ Total 6T5
Median 95
First quart ile. .83
Third Quart i le ... X07

below high school
gradu*ation
IQjo plus 11>
below grammar
school graduation
TABLE IV.»**EXPLAINIMG CHARTS VI*VII»\gIII
THE DISTRIBUTION OF AGES.
Year Frequency.
9 1
10 88
11 228
12 154
13 79
14 45
15 19
16 1
Total 615
Range of ages.... 7 years
Median age llyeare
At median, 36% of group
Acceleration 14^
2 years l/5fo
1 " ....13 4/5">
Greatest acceleration. .2 years
Retardation 50^^
5 years 1/5%
4 " 2
3 " 7 4/5
2 " 14
1 26
Greatest retardation. . 5 years
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The Age Groups,
The Nine Year Group.
Above median for grade.. plus 34 points
The Ten Year Group.
I. (J. Frequency
110-119 33
120-129 16
Total 88
Above median for grade,. plus 17 points
The Eleven Year Group.
I. Q, Frequency
70—79 2
80—89 22
90'-—99. ..••.•« 69
Total 228
Above median for grade..plus 7 points
The Twelve Year Group.
?i _Q • Frequency
70—79 21
TotaT^b4

Median ,89
Below median for grade.. minus 6
The Thirteen Year Grroup
I « Q., Frequency
50—59 1
60—69 5
70—79 34
80—89 31
90—99 11
100-109 5
110-119 2
Total 79
Median 83
Below median for grade—minus 12
l^P Fourteen Year <jroup
Frequency
50—59 -2
60—69 17
70—79 16
80—89 9
90—99 .1
Total 45
Median 72
Below median for grade., minus 13
The Fifteen ^ear Group
Frequency
50—59 4
60—69 10
70—79 5
Total 19
Median 59
Below median for grade., minus 35
•
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The Sixteen ^ear rQup >
I .Ci. Frequency
60... 1
Median 60
Below median for grade —minus 35
Before making any comparison to dis- A compa-
rison
cover what significance for counseling have the facts re-
vealed in these grade studies, it is well to note that in
Massachusetts this group is well within the compulsory
school age. Whatever variations occur within it are,there-|
fore, the results not of school elimination, hut of school
adjustment.
The first comparison made is that of
of the
grades
The
surface
the surfaces of distribution of intelligence. A comparison ; distri-
bution
of
intelli-
of the charts upon pages 19 and 30 shows but little change
can be noted in the general shape of the curve, all though
a slight loss can be noted at the lower extremity of the
sixth grade group.
Grade IV. Grade VI .
50—59
60—69
70—79
12
45
84
7
37
69
141 113
An answer to the question— What be-
comes of those pupils who disappeared from the lower range!
in years intervening between grade IV and grade VI?—is
gence
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that the children are not lost to the school system. They
have, however, been renaoved from the regular graded classes
to the so-called "special" class, where they may be given
such training as they can take, in the way and at the rate
they can best take it.
As a natural consequence of this
elimination the selective function of the school is shown
by an advance of the median:
Grade IV 92
Grade VI.
, .
, .95
and of the quar tiles:
First Quartile Third Ciuartile
Grade IV 81 Grude IV 104
Grade VI 83 Grade Vi,,..i07
It will be noted that the lowest fourth of the class is
below that needed for high school graduation. The percen-
tages below 80 and 85 respectively have varied slightly:
I.O.. Grade IV Grade VI. Variation
The
Age
Groups
80 24^ 18^0 -6
85 Zlfo 29fc -2
On the other hand, within the age
groups, the range of age from youngest to oldest, that is
from 7 to 14, and from 9 to 16, remains constant at seven
years. The group found at the age median shows a slight
variation, decreasing from 40foto 36>/ The accelerated and
retarded groups show certain tendencies: the accelerates
•
11
i
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decrease, the retarded increase,
ACCELERATION
Grade IV Grade VI. VAR.
Totals 20% l^fe -67^
l/5io AI0
2 years l/2fc
1 M 19 1/2^/fc 13 5.6 io
RETARDATION
Grade IV Grade VI VAR,
Totals. 40% 50% 10%
1 year 27 2V/o
2 " 9 4%
3 ") 7 4/5fc
4 ") 4 2$
5 ») 1/5^
One quite noticeable fact is found
in both groups. There are upon the median or in the one
year accelerants a number of children who are placed by in
telligence in the lower levels.
Accelerated,
Grade IV Grade VI.
Median age
but
I.(i. 90 or less 14f<» 4^
One year
accelerated
but
I.Q. 90 or less 3^ 1%
On the contrary there are in the re-
tarded group students with a rating of 100 or better.
Retarded
Grade IV Grade VI
1 year 3 % 4%
2 years l/lO^ 1%
•
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How significant any of these comparisons may be can best
be discovered by adding a third group— the 626 eighth
grade students,
TABLE V^^EXPLAINING CHART IX.
THE SPREAD OF INTELLIGENCE GRADE VII I
.
I^.^. Frequency
12
70
133
177
153
54
23
2
2
Total 626
Median 96
First (;iuartile,85
Third Quar tile, 103
50—59
,
60—69
,
13^ 70—79 .
25*5^*»»** j(t90—99 ,
100—109,
110—119.
120—129,
130—139.
140—149,
nilllllllllfl 25^ below high school
111 m \\\\\ (13fo plus \2$)
13^ below grammar
school.
-
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TABLE VI»» EXPLAINING CHARTS X*XI»XII
THE SPREAD OF Aaas:
—
Age . Frequency.
11 2
12 80
13 231
14 166
15 100
16 40
17 5
18 • • • . 2
Total* 626
Range of ages 7 years
Median. 13 ^ears
Acceleration
Total 13^/0
2 . years llz^jo
1 ....;3.2/3^>
Greatest acceleration. , ,2 years
Retardation
Total 50%
5 years ll^^jo
4 " 2/3%
3 " 7%
2 » X6 %
1 » 26 7<>
THE AGS GROUPS
.
The Eleven ^ear Group
.
I.Q. Frequency
108 ....1
144 1
Total....
2
Median 126
Above median for grade.. .•30 points
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The Twelve Year Group
Freque'ncv.
80—89 7
90—99 13
100-109 30
110-119 21
120-129 6
130-139 2
140-149 1
Total 80
Median, io8
Above median for grade... 12 poin|;s
The Thirteen Year Group,
I «Q> Frequency
70—79 7
80—89 38
90—99 71
100-109 74
110-119 26
120-129 ,...,15
Total 2SI
Median 99
Above median for grade!!. 3 point^
The Fourteen Year Group.
I>Q» Frequenov
70—79 15
80—89 45
90—99
.....68
100-109 31
110-119 5
120-129 2
Total 166
Median 93
Below median for grade.... 3 poiiits
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The Fifteen Year Group
Frequency
60—69 6
70—79 21
80—89 34
90—99 21
100-109 16
110-119 2
Total 100
Median 85
Below median of grade,. 11 point
The Sixteen ^ear Group
Frequency
60—69 5
70—79 22
80—89 8
90—99 4
100-109 1
Total 40
Median 78.
Below4median of the grade.. 18
The Seventeen ^ear Group
I,Q.. Frequency
60—69 1
70—79 3
80—89 , ..g
Total 5
Median 72
Below median of the grade,. 24
The Eighteen Year Group
I,';^, Frequency
70—79 2
Median 72
Below median for grade.... 24
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CHART IX
THE DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE
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CHART X .
'the spread of ages
grade viii.
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CHART YT
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A SURFACE DISTRIBUTION OF AGE GROUPS- GRADE VIII
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CHART XII
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A glance at the surfaces of distri-
bution of intelligence in Grade VIII and in Grade IV
The
change
in the
curve
shows at once that in the- years intervening between these of
Grade
grades the selective function has been at work to such a VIII,
degree that the shape of the curve has been altered. The
chart upon page 49 shows the two curves, one superimposed
upon the other, ^ere the modification can be noted even
more distinctly ,for the compression and elongation of the
upper curve is conspicuous
To be sure the upper ranges have
varied but little increasing from 12% to 13%, but the mid-
dle groups (80-90-100) have increased from 62% in Grade
IV to 74% in Grade VIII, The lower ranges, on the contr-
ary, have decreased from 25% to 14%. This decrease in na-
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tural and to be expected, since the limits of compulsory
school age have been reached, and the selective function
of the school is greatly increased by elimination. For
the purposes of comparison charts of the disttibution of
the intelligence of high school seniors have been added on
pages 52and 53; the distribution of ages on page 55; and
a comparison of the curves of Grade IV and Grade XII on
page54 • These high school charts will be discussed in an
other place. They are included here to give a more comple
picture of the selective function of the school system.
It will be noted tha/' while the mid-
dle group remain? fairly constant (62% grade IV —63% grade
XII) at either extremity great changes have taken place.
The lower ranges have been practically eliminated ( 25%
grade IV—4% grade XII) and the upper ranges more than
doubled (13% grade IV to 33% grade XII), This has very
naturally affected the surface and curve of distribution.
The chart on page 54 shows this extreme of modification.
The other charts and tables which follow require little
explanatory comment.
^e

nwART XIII
THE CURVES OF DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE
OF
GRADES IV AND VIII
50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140

TABLE VII
TABLE OF COMPARISONS
INTELLIGENCE DISTRIBUTION
I, ft. . GRADE lY GRi^DE VI GRADE VIII
50—59 2^ Ifc
60—69 9 5fo 2^
70—79 14 12 12
80—89 20 19 26
90—99 23 22 27
100-109 19 22 21
110-119 9 12 8
120-129 4 5 4
130-139 2
140-149
150-159
HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS » Grade Average
50—59
60—69 5
70—79 4^ 13
80—89 147*< 21
90—99 24 24
100-109 25 21
110-119 19 10
120-129 10 4
130-139 2
140-149 1
150-159 1
I.Q. 79 OR BELOW I,Q, 80-90-100
Grade IV 25fe Grade IV 62^
II
II
to
N
VI 18^^ VI 63fi
VIII 14% »• VIII 74%
XII 4% " XII 63%
I .Q.. 11^ and up
Grade IV.... 13%
" VI 19%
« VIII 12>
==
" XII 53%-
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CHART XVil
THE DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE
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Grade Median
IV 92
VI 95
VIII 96
XII 102
Grade
IV 31^
VI 29^
VIII 25^
XII 9io
GRADE
IV 107b
VI 19^
VIII 12^
XII 33^
Spread of years
Acceleration
2 years
1 "
Retardation
5 years
4 «
3 "
2 "
1 »
_JJormal
TABLE VIII
SIGNIFICANT COMPARISONS
First Quart lie Third ftuartlle
81 104
83 107
85 107
95 113
PERCENTAGES BELOW 85
PERCENTAGES ABOVE 110
A COMPARISON OF AGES
IV
7
20/c
if.
40%
(
9
27
4Q
VI
7
14
<fo
1/5
13 4/5^
50^0
1/5
2
7 4/5
14
26
34
VIII
7
13
^0
1/3.
12 2/3^
50^/0
2/3
7
16
26
XII
6
2 >
2%
50^
(
9
40
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What, then, are the conclusions which
a teacher-counselor in an elementary school can draw from
tables such as these—conclusions which will be of help to
her in guiding her students? Taking into consideration
the tables dealing with intelligence, it will be noted:
1, From the fourth grade to the twelfth there
is a decided rise in the median, making a total difference
of ten points,
2. There is a corresponding rise in the quar-
tiles, and whereas in the fourth grade 31% of the class
lay below the level of high school intelligence, in the
to
eighth grade this has been diminished to 25^, and/Sfc in
the twelfth .
3. In the fourth grade there is a normal dis-
tribution of superior children ( above 110). In the
eighth grade this figure has changed but slightly (12f<»),bu
in the senior class of high school this group comprises .
practically one-third of the class ( 33%)
•
It is beside the problem discussed
in this paper to show that the selective function is not
onejof the legitimate functions of the secondary school.
It must be admitted, however, that as schools are adminis-
tered today they do operate to eliminate a large percent
of th6ir primary enrollment. The point for the teacher-
co\mselor to remember is, that the present day curriouliims
Conclu-
sions for
an elemea
tary
school
counselor
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are geared to the requirements of the ZZfo of superior stu-
dents and the ZQJo of better than average students. The
other 375U-9^ of them dull and the other 26^ slightly
slower than average— find the pace set for them extremely-
difficult, even when the p:ogram of studies is modified to
provide for individual differences of a sort.
If the elementary teacher-counselor [The
Jproblem
would face the fact— and make those responsible for the 'of the
elementary
curriculum face it, too— that certain of these children counselor^
ought never to be expected to undertake the usual academic
courses of the average high school, the problem of elimi-
nation would in large measure settle itself. Her problem
is two-fold. On the one hand she must do her share in per
suading school administrators to include within the high
school curriculum, those subjects which are within the
range of this slower group. On the other hand she must
stimulate these pupils to under.take that secondary work
at which they can be successful, and not expose them to th|^
discouragement which will come from failure to achieve an
over-ambitious scholastic program, Coxirses for these un-
academioally inclined students can be permitted wider
freedom in requirements and standards of attainment than
those which prepare for entrance to college or to the more
skilled branches of business or trade.
The question of over-age as a factor
I
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in school completion seems to be of far greater importance Ages
than we have been inclined to accord it* While the range
of ages found in the graduating class of a high school is
but one less than that of a fourth grade, the size of the
percentages sre extremely significant^ Page 55) The
extent of acceleration has decreased from two years to one
the amount of it from 20^ in the fourth grade to 2fo in the
twelfth.
What becomes of the other 18%? Ther^i
are no studies, no statistics available to clear this point
Have they been eliminated? A study of the continuation
school group—see continuation school chart— would tend
to indicate that this is not a reasonable conclusion.
Have they been absorbed by either the normal or the retardM
group? It would seem so but it is impossible to tell unti'[
further studies have given light upon this very doubtful
point. Because in Boston there is a possibility that some
of these pupils may have been segregated in a college pre-
paratory high school, a chart of the freshman class of that
school has been appended. No chart of the senior class of
that school could be made, since no data upon that particu-
lar group was available. To balance this specially selected
group on the upper level, there is attached as well a chart
of a group specially selected on the lower level— the so-
called industrial class of grade VI and grade VIII, These
Acceler-
ation
V
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groups were not included in the sixth grade or eighth grad
groups discussed a few paged back*
It is interesting to note that the
retarded group from sixth grade to high school remains
constant at 50%, but the extreme differences in the make-
up of this 50fo are significant for the counselor. In the
senior high school the group retarded one year makes up
40^ of the bOfo of retardation; the group retarded two years
the other 9^ as compared with the 26% -16% of grade VIII
or the 26fo-lAfo of grade IV, In other words, the group who
are more than one year behind the other students of their
age, have but a very slender chance of completing their
high school course.
From this the teacher-counselor of
the elementary school should realize:
1. Every child who is shown conclusively
—
that is on a basis of dependable tests, preferably the
Simon-Binet individual—- to have a mental level of 90 or
below is a counselor's problem. But 9 out of every 100
students of this level complete high school. The others
are eliminated through failure,
2, Every retarded child is, from the very
first grade of retardation, an elimination risk. Each
year in addition to this one year of retardation decrease
his chances of completing the usual high school, since
i
Summary
i
1
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but 10 out of every 100 high school graduates are two
years or more behind the median age of their group. Of
these 10 retarded students, 9 are retarded two years and
but one more than two,
3, Beginning with the fourth grade, or even
earlier, the teacher-counselor should know:
a. Which of her pupils are below the
intelligence level of the middle quartile of her group,
b. Who are the retarded children in her
class, the causes of their retardation, and the amount,
c. Who are the children who are both
below the middle quartile of their group and retarded,
d.Who are the accelerants, the amount of
their acceleration, and the justification of it.
In this fashion the teacher-counselor
can locate very readily those pupils who constitute the
usual and understandable problem cases of the group. This
calls for no expert knowledge beyond the usual equipment
of a teacher, no materials beyond those an average school
system can furnish. With these students listed for in-
stant reference, the other cases of failure which occur
will stand out as special problems calling for investiga-
tion of the cause. These frequently involve a social,
moral, emotional^ or physical complication which calls
for treatment more expert than a teacher can give, nor is

It Inotunbent upon her* Her problem Is to locate such
pupils and to call attention to them.
When elementary counselors from
at least the fourth grade up know their students, not in
terms of accomplishment, but rather in the relation of
that accomplishment to pupil ability, a long step toward
solving the question of elimination has been taken. From
that point it is easy to reach the next higher one of tem-
pering the curriculum to the capacity of the child and
guiding him toward the accomplishment of things that are
within his powers.
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***** Mr» \>T \JLII^L\ A XiV
A STUDY OF THE FRESHMAN CLASS OF A COLLEGE PREPARATORY
1
HIGH SCHOOL
!• THE DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE.
I.Q. FREQUENCY
100-109 37
110-119 .36
130-139 9
140-149 2
Total 154
First Quartile ...96
Third Quartile. , .115
Below 85 7^
Above 110 43^
II, THE SPREAD OF AGE
AGE FREQUENCY
"t:^ 1
11
12 6
13 38
14 73
16 3
17 3
Total 154
Range of years....
7
Median age 14
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Acceleration
2 « 4
Total acceleration 281/3^
Retardation
Total retardation 24f<»
\
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TABLE 'X.
Explaininp: Chart X3{
AN INDUSTRIAL GLASS
GRADE VI
I> THE SPREAD OF INTELLiaENOE
I,Q. FREQUENCY
Ctiart XX A
50—59
60—69
70—79
80—89
90—99
100-i09
Tota
• ..1
...6
• . •S L
..13!
...4
• • • 3 ^
35
50 60 70 80 60 100
Median 81
Median of Grede VI 95
First Quartile. . .73
Third Quartile. . .87
II. THE SPREAD OF AGE
YEAR FREQUENCY
11 4
12 10
13 9
14 9
15 2
16 1
Total 35
Chart XX b
^edian age i3 years
Jif^edian age of grade VI... 11 years
12 i 13 ! 14 I 15 i 16

TABLE XI^-^^^EXPLAINIMG CHART XXI
AN INDUSTRIAL CLASS
GRADE VIII
66
THE SPREAD OF INTELLIG5NCE
1,0,. FREQ.USNCY
70—79 14
80—89 17
90—99 6
100-109 4
119-119 2
Totsl 43
Median 83
*^edian of grade VI 1 1,. ,.96
THE SPREAD OF ASE ,
YEARS FREQUENCY
13,
14,
15,
16,
17,
.6
11
,12
12
.2
Tot-1 43
Median age 15 years
Median for grsde...»13 "
1 14
i
15 |: IS ' W ' " j
TbefSptr ef.d- of I Intelli,^:ence . \
i
- f
70 80 90 100 110

CHART XXII
CONTINUATION SCHOOL
THE SPREAD OF INTELLIGENCE ,
SO
80
70
-m
:5G
.50
10
50 . . . i....6a .--r-70---r-bO i ,..Q.Q . . r-^w
40
I
TABLE XII**** EXPLAINING CHART XXII.
tHE CONTINUATION SCHOOL
GIRLS
I.
T
HE SPREAD OF INTELLIGENCE
I.Q. FREQUENCY
50—59 9
69—69 27
V0"""79 ••••••••••• 65
80^-89 77
90—99 55
100-109 ....10
Total.
. .
.243
Median 83^
Below 85^ 63^
Above 111)^ O^/i
BOYS
II. THE SPREAD OF INTELLIGENCE
FREQUENCY
50—59 11
60—69 36
70—79 85
80—89
, , , , J.Ol
90—99 70
100-109 15
110-119 9
Total 327
Median 86
Below 85 60^
Above 110 Zic
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CHAPTER II I
A DIGRESSION.
THE APPARENT CAUSES OF SCHOOL LEAVING
Is it true that eliminations from
school are the result of inability to do the work which
the school demands, or are they the result of economic
pressures of various sorts, or of some social condition
such as a racial tradition of early school leaving? Since
the state law requires the attendance at continuation
school of employed minors between fourteen and sixteen, it
is possible to obtain some light upon the situation through
an investigation of the distribution of intelligence among
this group. If these children have been eliminated becaus
they were unable to do the academic work required of them,
naturally we should expect to find the group median below
the group median of those children who remained in school.
If they have left because some social pressure had been
broxight to bear upon them to force them from school, again-
st their own wishes and the wishes of the school, then we
ought to find that this group contains an appreciable per-
centage of average and superior children,
A study of the table of intelligence
distribution among the examined group of continuation
The
causes
of
school
failure
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school pupils ( page 68) shows that the median intelli- Contin-
uation
gence for girls is 83, for boys 86, the average of both is school
levels
84. 5, or 12 points lower than that of the eighth grade, and
11 points lower than the sixth grade— that last point in
the school system ( in Massachusetts) where the selective
process is not intensified by school elimination, A fur-
ther study reveals that 60^ of all the girls and QZ'p of
the boys are below the 85 level ;none of the girls rate as
superior and but 2^ of the boys, 97^0 of the girls and
94^ of boys fall below 100, the level of normal intelli-
gence.
This would tend to prove that, in
the fourteen to sixteen year old group few able students
are forced out of school. This finding from a small group
of 570 pupils is borne out by Hopkins* in his study of
1200 continuation school pupils, distributed throughout
Massachusetts, His medians vary slightly: 84 for girls,
89,5 for boys— a difference that may be accounted for by
the different test used,** His conclusions are that even
when other reasons are given for the drop-out, the factor
of intelligence enters into the case, and judging from
the evidence this would seem equally true in Boston,
Of the group over sixteen years very
few reliable statistics are available. The record from
one secondary school for a period of five months showed
Hopkins
Study
The
sixteen
year
group
• Intelligence of Continuation School Children in Massa-
chusetts, L. Thomas Hopkins, Harvard University Press, 1924
»• Dearborn Intelligence Scale

the following:
Study of School Drop-outs more than Sixteen ^ears Old.
Distribution of Intelligence in Relation to School Success >
I.Q.. Frequency N0« Passing NO, failing;
work credibly to pass work
60—69 1 1
70—79 4 1 3
80—89 15 2 13
90—99 7 3 4
100-109 8 ..«.4.,. ..,.4
Total 35 10 28
Median Intelligence 85
"Percent passing credibly. .28^
« failing , 72fe
The Relation of Age and Grade of Drop-out .
Grade
XII
XI
X
IX
Median Age
of Grade
No drop-out
16
15
14
Median Age of
Dtop-out
16
No.of % of
Drop-out Failure
16
15 *•
16
25
8*
75
80
90
The grade IX group is small and drawn from a
few schools which as yet have no junior high school, organ-
ization. As a result the drop-out is small numerically but
high proportionally, although the exact proportion could
not be determined.
•* This is the median of the drop-out for the
grade, but the group included here are over sixteen.
Note The totals in the two groups are not the
same because 6 students for whom no I.(i. was recorded
were included in the second group

This group is, of course, too small
and too restricted to serve as a basis for any sweeping
conclusions, Nevertheless, so far as this particular
school is concerned it would seem to bear out the conclu-
sions and the evidence of the continuation schools The
eliminations from the over-sixteen group appear to be
largely the result of failure to do the school work, with
in many cases, an added complication arising in over-age.
It is less easy and less satisfactorj^The
to gather evidence as to what extent the traditional atti-
tude of certain races acts as an agent of elimination, A
study was made of a small group of Italian girls between
fourteen and sixteen who had left school and were working
in a candy factory. How far were they affected by this,
their racial attitude toward extended education, and how
far by inability to do school work?
A GROUP OF EMPLOYED ITALIAN GIRLS
TABLE XIII
(explaining
Cart XXIII)
Age 14—15
I, ft. Frequency
50—59 3
60—69 8
70—79 12
80—89 X6
90—99 5
Total 44
Median of group 79
72
tradition
al social
attitude
as a
factor
» ihese figures were gathered by Miss Eveljrn 0» Bryan of
the Vocational Guidance Department and were used by her
permission.

CHART XXIII
501
10
50 60 70 80 90
While the chronological ages of thes
girls ranged from 14 to 16 their mental ages were:
Mental age Frequency
}
8<
9<
10.
11.
12,
13,
14,
.1
.4
.5
14
.8
.8
.2
42
Median mental €ige....ll years
But 5^ of the girls in this group
were mentally and chronologically fourteen years old and
able to do the work the school required. No generaliza-
tion can be drawn from forty-two cases. Nevertheless it
is fair to conclude that even though in this group the
social factor may have been added pressure towards elimi-
nation, it was not the sole—nor perhaps— the fundamental
cause*
In spite of the fact that these
studies in elimination are limited and deal with small
73

74
., — j-c
numbexB, they do seem to point sharply to one thing of ex-
reme significance for the teacher-counselor. In all the
usual cases of school-leaving the underlying cause would
appear to be inability to do such work as the school demand
and consequent failure and discouragement. With this fun-
damental, some other factors may be contributory, and sup-
ply the immediate cause of elimination.
Any child, therefore, who for any
cause whatever, is failing in school work, becomes a pro-
blem in guidance.
Summary
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PART II
«
CHAPTER IV .
INTEREST AS A FACTOR IN GU IDANCE,
The problem of a counselor in a The
junior
junior high school differs from that of the elementary high
school
school in that interest becomes a vital factor in guidance
The jiinior high school is that particular unit of the edu-
cational system where the child is led to discover his own
interests and to test them out to his own satisfaction,
through a series of try-out courses.
Yet, without doubt the exploratory
course for this particular purpose is the weakest link in
that organization today. In an average school the teacher-
counselor can get but little light through them upon the
peculiar needs of her pupils, unless she happens to be
counselor for none but slower pupils. The shop courses,
as they are organized in the usual schools, tend to center
about this selected group. Not that, in itself, this is
not an excellent thing since it gives to these less aca-
demically interested students a maximum of work they can
do, and a minimum of that they are less able to compass.
But this is not enough and it is decidedly not exploration
for all pupils. Rather is it pre-vooational training for
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a selected group and in a single line, and not for the
many a pre-view of mechanical trades in general.
The junior high school counselor too The
rule
frequently uses a kind of rule of thumb in advising about of
thumb
course selections: very bright pupils should elect a col-
lege course, pupils not so bright a commercial course, and
scholastic failures a mechanic arts course. To be sure
this rule has some foundation in fact, at least so far as
the extremes are concerned. Students interested in academ*
ic subjects and conspicuously successful in them do tend
to elect preparatory courses and go to college. Students
not interested in the printed page are frequently success-
ful with tangible objects. On the other hand this rule is
too absolutely committed to the proposition that intelligence
is the sole index of vocational success to be a safe guide
for the teacher-counselor. If this were true then^—to be
specific — in a junior high school a group taking the
college course ought to do less well in a test of mechan-
ical ability than students in a shop course in the same
school,— a course to which they were assigned because of
their inability to cope with academic work.
In order to check upon this two
groups of mechanics art boys in a junior high school and
two groups of practical arts girls, and two academic
classes, one distinctly college preparatory, the other com-
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mercial were given the National Intelligence Test ,Form
A, and the Stenquist Mechanical Aptitude Test, and the re
suits of these tabulated and correlated with each other,
and with the teacher's marks upon the individual* s school
work*
The results of these tests were as
follows:
BOYS SHOPS.
Number of cases tested -60
Correlation between Nat, Int, and Sten,
tt M H M M Marks .3
" •» Sten. « " — ^
GIRLS SHOPS.
Number of cases tested —— 61
Correlation between Nat. Int. and Sten
" M II II M Marks .3
« « Sten. « ^-.^^,^^-,^^^^^=..3
ACADEMIC GROUPS.
(Boys and Girls)
Number of cases tested — ^ 67
Correlation between Nat. Int. and Sten. .1
(boys ,2 girls -.3)
« II
.
M it u Marks ,7
H « Sten. " " —
-.7

TABLE XIV
78
A BOYS SHOP,
Place in Place in Place by-
National Stenguist Teacher » sMark
1 16 C
2
3
4
5 13 C
6
7
8
9
10 23 A
11
12
13
14
15 30 B
16
17
18
19
20 5 A
21
22
23
24
25 24 B
26
27
28
29
30 4 C
Correlation between National and Stenquist

TABLE XV
79
Place in
National
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
A GIRLS SHOP
Place in
Stenquist
23
21
Place by
Teacher* ^ Mart
B
B
10 A
24
28

TABLE XVI
H BUTd. bHCP.

TARIi?; XVIII
81
A OIRLS SHOP.
Place in Place in
Jfational Stenquist,
11 \\ ^^^/^ 11
16 / V 1£
IT \V
18 ^®
19 X W ^20^ W?^
21 \ m
22 \^
23 ^Jff
24 2.4
25 35
26 36
27 27
28 —38
29 — ' 29
30 —— 30
31. 31

From these correlations or rather
lack of correlation it would seem that this current class-
room practice has little justification in fact. Before
reaching any conclusion, however, some further investiga-
tions are necessary. The next step is a checking up of
mechanical aptitudes on the lower levels of intelligence,
and of the intelligence levels of those falling in the
upper and lower Stenquist quart iles«
TABLE XIX**»EXPLAINING CHART XXIV
THE LOIHTER LEVELS OF INTELLIGENCE.
85 and below
Number of cases below 85 No, ^
" " "in upper quartile of Stenquist 70 100
n a H II lower « w u 20 28
20 28
Total at extremities ^^40 56^
" » " normal in mechanical ability 30 44^
TABLE XX** ^EXPLAINING CHART XXV
THE STENQUIST TEST
The Upper Quartile
No. %
Number of cases 103 100
I,Q, above 110 19 18f«
I,Q. b^low 85 19 18%
Total at extremities 38 36^
Number of cases normal in intelligence 65 64^
The Lower Quartile.
Number of cases 103 100^
I.Q. above 110 13 12^
I.Q. below 85 21 19^
Total at extremities 34 31;
?
Number of cases normal in Intelligelice ...By 69 ^

LE
!
INTSLLiaailCE.
, CHART XXIV
50%
40^
30%
10^
1st
quart
Middle 3 rd
quart, quart.
THE 3TENQUI3T TEST
The ^ower ftuartile The Third C^uartlle
CHART XXV (A&B)
-40f
or
less
to
lOf
110-
Or
lOver
103 ca^ejS
30^
55-
or
less-
ee
to
-1G8
-
B
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From the tables several things of
extreme significance to the teacher-counselor are apparent
at once:
1. The seventy cases of less than normal intelli-
gence distribute themselves in all quartiles of the Sten-
quist scores, with as many showing extreme mechanical apti-
tude as show little. The largest proportion are in the
group of average mechanical aptitude. Of the group, there-
fore, who have little ability to do abstract work, 72> are
average or better than average in mechanical ability.
The answer as to what to do with our
slow pupils seems to be to continue to do as we are doing:
that is, give them opportunities in mechanic arts classes
to do that work for which they have average or better than
average ability,
2, Of the group who are distributed in the upper
quartile of mechanical ability, there are as many of supe-
rior intelligence as of inferior intelligence, but the
bulk of the high scores is made by pupils of average in-
telligence.
For the teacher-counselor this fact
is extremely significant. It means that in advising pupil
upon course selection intelligence can not be taken as the
sole guide. Of the pupils who secured the highest scores
QZ'jio are found in the average or better than average group.
Conclu-
sions
-
85
3, Of the group who are distributed in the
lower quartile,the larger number of failures are not to be
found among those of superior or inferior intelligence,
but among those of average ability. Here the failure is
not serious, but is, notwithstanding significant. This is
the group which in all probability will prefer to deal
with academic work rather than mechanical, whether that be
along the lines of lathes, engines, or office machines.
From these findings the teacher -
counselor can reach one conclusion, if no more. Intelli-
gence, alone is not a safe guide to follow in assisting a
child to decide upon a course or a career, ^ther factors,
of which interest is the chief, enter into the problem.
These, therefore, must be revealed and studied, whether they
may be reached through the curriculum or through outside
activities.
On the subject of interest. Thorn-
dyke has this to say: ''InterestB are also shown to be symp<
tomatic,to a very great extent, of present and future cap-
acity and ability. Either because one likes what he can
do well or because one gives zeal and effort to what he
likes, or because interest and ability are both symptoms
of some fundamental feature of the individual's original
nature, or because of the combined action of all three of
these factors, interest and ability are bound very close
Thorn-
dyke on
"interest
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:
The bond is so close that either may
be used as a symptom of the other, almost as well as for
itself." •
To discover whether or not such a
sitiiation as that revealed by the Stenquist Test carried
over into a life activity, a study was made of the work
records of the group of '''talian factory girls mentioned a
A fur-
ther
study of
a fac-
tory
group.
few pages back. Their work was rated by the factory fore-
woman from the standpoint of factory efficiency and genera
satisfactoriness. The rating scale was Very good, good.
fair, poor. The objective of this study was to attempt to
find what relation existed between their mental ability
and their grade of work.
TABLE XX.
A STUDY OF A FACTORY GROUP. ii
r
1. The group rated "Very Good" in work.
I.Q, Frequency
VO——V9. •••••••5
Total 16
Median.... 76
2. The group rated "Good" in work.
I.O., Frequency
60—69
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Toiai iy —
1
• The Permanence of Interests and Their delation to Abili
ties
, Edward L.Thorndike . Popular Science Monthly,
November 1912
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3. The Kroup rated "Fair" in work.
I.Q, Frequency
Total 5
Median
. . .
.71
4. The group rated "Poor" in work.
One with an I.Q, of 85
On the whole, little if any correla-
tion was found between a successful work record— this
type of factory work required much manual dexterity— and
intelligence.

•
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CHAPTER V.
A STUDY OF INTEREST AND ABILITIES
IN A
BOYS TRADE SCHOOL
This chapter is a sort of parenthe-
sis by way of comment upon a question growing out of the
last. The lack of correlations found in the pre-voca-
tional shop classes of a junior high school naturally
raised the question: What of the vocational classes in a
trade school? To answer this four types of classes: elec-
trical, woodworking, automechanics, and printing, were tested
for intelligence and mechanical aptitudes. They were
graded according to trade school and grammar school standi
ing. Table XXI
THE ELECTRICAL CLASS
Note. The median score for junior high school
Correlation between Trade school standing and I.Q, — ,1
» » »
M H stenquist .4-
M M w II Grammar School .2
" I,Q. and Stenquist. -r-r .2
The
classes
studied
3
3
L

THE WOODWORKING CLASS
Niimber of cases examined 39
Median intelligence 85
Median mechanical aptitude
. score 66
Correlation between I'rade School standing and I.Q. 15
* " « H M Stenquist-.»****.4X
" " Grammar School
" I.Q. anc Stenquist score*'*********
.
THE AUTOMECHANICS CLASS
Number of cases examined 25
^edian intelligence 81
Median mechanical aptitude score 81
Correlation between Trade School standing and I. Q. ******. 21
« n H M tt Stenquist*******. 1'
" M « H H Grammar School**. 53
»» I.Q, and Stenquist score********** , 9"
THE PRINTING CLASS
Number of cases examined 31
Median Intelligence..... 81
Median mechanical aptitude scores 56
Correlation between -^rade School Standing and I. Q. *»*** ,63
B II II » B Stenquist******.
2|
•* "
II II II Grammar School*. 86
" " I.Ci. and Stenquist score. ********

CHART XXVI
A BOYS TRADE SCHOOL.
4
£3.
[
—
'
: ;
-
-j
50 60 70 80 90 100

These correlations while significant
in themselves are not uniformly significant , nor are they
the correlations one would naturally expect. However, thejr
are interesting rather than valid for the groups are too
small to be the basis of any definite conclusions.
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CHAPTER VI.
THE SECONDARY SCHOOL
The secondary school for the major-
ity of its students represents the vocational phase of
their educational preparation. This is true, not only of
those courses— commercial or industrial— with which the
term is usually associated, but in an equal sense is it
true that the college preparatory course is vocational for
those students who take it with college entrance as their
objective. These secondary courses would seem to be
doubly motivated: first by the students *b expressed in-
terest which led him to select a particular course; and
second, by that vocational goal which— through adequate
preparation— he hopes to attain.
Entrance upon a life career is one
of the major objectives of education, and that specific one
upon which a program of guidance concentrates. The ulti-
mate test of the success or failure of that program is the
number of students who, through the schools, are guided
to discover their vocational interest, receive training for
it, and finally enter upon it. Entrance upon a life ca-
reer for which education prepared the way must, in the
last analysis be the check upon the efficiency of any such
The
secondary
school
is
vocational
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program.
Such a conception of guidance im-
plies a school system administered to hold all students
\intil the completion of some training course, rather than
one which functions through its selective power, ^t is
futile for an elementary school to bend its energies to
discover and check potential drop-out because of failure,
or for an intermediate school to discover and test abili-
ties ,if the secondary school is not going to co-operate
in the program, also. It is as vital for a senior high
school as for a grammar school to locate its potential
failures and drop-outs, and far more urgently needed, since
these students—once beyond the age of compulsory school
attendance — are free to withdravp whenever they wish.
An intensive study of several hun-
dreds of seniors in high school was made to get light upon
certain of these points:
1, Who are those students who are potential
drop-outs?
2, Is the college preparatory group a dis-
tinctly superior one intellectually?
3, To what extent is the high school voca-
tional, that is, how many of its graduates enter upon the
careers for which they were trained? As can be readily
seen, the answer to this question lies beyond the high
school
The
problem

and must be found in the working experiences of young
people in the field of occupation. The data for this por-
tion of the study was collected from classes who had been
graduated and were at work. The class selected was one
which had been out of high school for five years.
TABLE XXII
(explaining Chart XXVII)
SECTION I. * A STUDY OF HIGH SCHOOL
SENIORS,.,
A BOYS CLASS
«
1. The Distribution of Intelligence.
I ,Q., Frequency
60—69» 270—?9 ....10
80—89:: 54
90 99 80
100—109 117
110—119 72
120—129 41
130—139 10
140—149 4
150—159 3
160—169 1
170—179. 1
Total 385
Median 103
First Quartile. . .95
Third Quartile. .113
Below 85 9^
Above 110 34%

95a
110
100
90 !
80
?0 [
50
40 [
CHART XXVII
THE DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE
J)F__A_
CLASS OF SENIOR BOYS IN HIGH SCHOOL.
^
60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170
r
TABLE XXIII **EXPLAINING CHART XXVIII
A GIRLS CLASS
2 The Distribution of Intelligence.
I«<^. Frequency
70-—79 9
80—89 58
90-—99 74
100—109 113
110—119 46
120—129 17
130—139 1
140—149. 1
Total ii99
Median 102
First Quartile. , . .92
Third Quartile
. .
. 107
Below 85 10>
Above 110 22^7o
COMBINED GROUPS. ( U2)
3, The Distribution of Intelligence .
I .Q.« Frequency
60—69 ...•••.•.2
70^ 79 19
80—89 92
90 99 154
100—109 230
110—119 ;i8
120—129 58
130—139 11
140—149 5
150—159 3
160—169 1
170—179 1
Total 684

96
-

97
CHAR
THE DISTRIBUTIO
A GIRL
T XXVIII
N OF INTELLIGENCE
S SCHOOL
riediaii.
. . . jl02 1
1
40 ^ 1 1
-=-J-- ; -
50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140
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CHART XXIX
DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE
COMBINED CLASSES.
•t -li.i i i t I IT i-ri±i4^
60— 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160

1j
(
See Chart XVIII—
P
55a)
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to DISTRIBUTION OF AGES
1 At graduation.
Years Frequency
16 11
Acceleration 2
1 » 2ii
3 ") 2
4
COMPARISON
Grade VIII Grade XII
Percent of Retardation Percent of retardation
From these tables it is not diffi-
cult for any teacher-counselor, even a novice in guidance,
to tell where to locate her potential drop-outs. In the
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senior high school it would seem that over-age is a dan-
gerous condition, and that the student retarded more than
a single year tends toward elimination. While there is
little change from Grade VIII to ^rade XII in the total
amount of retardation, there is a very significant re-
distribution of it. On the one hand the one-year retardec
group increases from ZQfo in »^rade VIII to 41^0 in ^rade
XII; on the other the tro -year-and-more group decreases
from 24^ among the grammar school graduates to 7fc among
secondary graduates.
When in addition to over-age the
counselor finds evidence of lower than average intelli-
gence levels, she can be fairly certain that scholastic
failure will result in drop-out , unless by skilful guid-
ance she can stave off disaster.
This condition, therefore, has ex-
treme significance for:
1- The iunior hierh school counselor
whose function it is to guide in choice of secondary
school and choice of course.
2, The high school counselor, whose
duty it is to locate those pupils who ,unguided, are
headed for scholastic failure, discouragement, and then,
the inevitable elimination,
3. For counselors in every unit of
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school organization who ought to regard as special pro-
blems in guidance, requiring special help in readjustment,
and special follow-up, every student either over-age for
his grade, or of low intelligence level,
SECTION II COURSE aROUPS
The purpose of this particular study-
was to gain some idea of the make-up of the particular
course groups. It was taken for granted that in the lar-
ger number of cases pupils who had persisted in a course
up through the senior year of high school had some voca-
tional interest reached through the course— that is, that
pupils in the commercial groups intended to enter business
in the college group, some more academic field. It was
then decided to determine whether on the whole there was
any very distinct difference in the mental levels in eithe
course, or whether the groups ran quite evenly in mental
abilities and differed solely in interest. Was this in-
terest an individual thing springing from subjective
things such as temperament or personal bias, or did it
spring from a very real difference in ability to handle
academic or abstract problems?
The course groups chosen for this
study comprised four senior classes, three of them from
girls high schools ,and the fourth from a large boys
Course
\
groups
c
The
problem
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school. The results were as follows:
CLASS A. (GIRLS)
Median
College " 105
Below 90
Above 110
Normal
CLASS B. (GIRLS)
«
" " commercial course 206 (69^)
»• » » » college 93 (31^/)
Median
Below 90
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Above 110
Commercial course 14f«
College course ZQfe
Normal
commercial course 66%
College course 60fo
CLASS C (GIRLS )
Number of pupils in the study 230
" » •* commercial course 143 (62^0)
" » " " " college course 87 (38^o)
Median
Commercial course ...SB
College course, 110
Combined groups 103
Below 90
Commercial course 2679
College course
Above 110
Commercial course ,,..,.,21^
College course ,,,52fe
Normal
Commercial course bZfo
College course 48^
CLASS D (BOYS)
Number of cases of .pupl5.8.itt.tii© study 386
« " pupils in the commercial course 123
( 32^)
" " " " college course 263 (68fo)
^edians
(see next page)

Medians
Commercial course ••100
College course 105
Combined medians of both groups 102^
5
Below 90
Commercial course 9fo
College course 8%
Below 110
Commercial course • 18^
College course 41^
Normal
Commercial course • 73^
Coliege course ••••• 51^
SIGNIFICANT COMPARISONS
1> A Comparison of the medians:
A> Of the commercial course
Grroup A, 95
« B 100
»» C 98
" D 100
B. Of the college course
Group A 105
« B 108
» C 110
»• D 105
C . Of the combined courses.
Group A ••.gS
» B 102
« C 103
« D 103

105
2» A Comparison of the percentages taking either course
A. The commercial course.
Group A 7Qi,
« B 69^0
» C ezfo
" D ...Z2i
Average 60^
B* The college course
Group A Z2f>
" B ZV^
" C Z8fo
Average 39^<?
3. A oomparieon of the groups below 90
Oommeroial course College course
Group A
" B 20%
" C 26jo
" D 9%
Average 20^i>
Group A 6jo
" B
" C
" D ,..8%
Average 5^
4, A comparison of the groups above 110
Commercial group College jgroup
Group A 15^
B 14^
» C 21^/^
« D 18%
Group A 40fo
" B 36^
« C 52^
»• D .41%
Average 17%
5» A comparison of the normal groups.
Commercial group College group
Average 42^
Group A,
B,
C,
62%
66^
7Zf>
Average 64%
Group A 54^
" B 60^
" C 48^/4
•1 D .51%
Average 53%
i•
•—= =
A TABLE OF COMPARISON OF COLLEGE GROUP
showing
COLLEGE ENTRANTS AND NON*COLLEGE ENTRANTS
CHART XXX.
-1
,;. .TTtl 1.T
70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150
Group entering college
Median 109
Group not entering college
^^edian 103

CHART XXXI
AN ANALYSIS OF A HIGH SCHOOL CLASS
.0
20
10
Tlie college Icour ge"
5Q
40-
e-
10-
Ike ;C0i4m^xaligX-^u.gse,
70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160
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Conclusions
From these tables it would appear
that there is ground for the belief that the college pre-
paratory course is highly selective upon the basis of ab-
stract intelligence. The charts upon page 107 show that
college entrajice is an agency of still more refined se-
lection.
What does this mean for the teacher-
counselor? Shall she strive to turn into commercial or
industrial courses those whose intelligence levels fall
below the limits of possible college entrance? How far
shall pupil interest be the basis of course selection and
how far her own knowledge that he has but a slim chance of
success? This would be a difficult question to answer
were it not for one factor. Differences in degree of abil-
I'
ity are accompanied also by differences in the type of in-
terest expressed.
Children who are free to follow the
dictates of their own choices are rarely problems for the
counselor, because their interests are the outgrowth of
their abilities and are within range of their capacity.
The counselor* 3 problems are two-fold: first those child-
ren whose parents force them into fields of work for which
they have neither capacity nor interest: second, those
very bright children for whom college entrance is not pos
Conclu-
sions
•
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Bible because of such social factors as po^rerty, custom,
or parental opposition. These children placed in courses
not within the range of their interests are often scholas-
tic failures and disciplinary problems, within school, and
restless and dissatisfied workers in employment.
The problem of the counselor in
dealing with such cases is to give these students such
vocational training as will enable them to earn a liveli-
hood, and such academic training as may make college en-
trance possbile should such a chance present itself, or
should these students decide to take training at a night
college. The aim of every secondary school should be to
keep open to these students doors of admission to schools
of higher education and to encourage them to secure the
academic training they are well qualified to take.
Intelligence levels should never be
used to select pupils for courses, or as a mechanical de-
vice for counseling. They are at best suggestive rather
than selective. Up to a certain point they are prognos-
tic of success or failure, but the experienced counselor
will take them as but one factor— although an important
one— in course guidance. In cases of doubts she will
subordinate them to pupil interests, should the two con-
flict.
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III. THE PERMANENCE OF INTEREST.
One of the most vexed questions of
the secondary school —one that seems to be perennial in
its recurrence— is that of the permanence of those voca-
tional interests which students express, and toward which
the school shapes its training. The answer to such a
question must be sought, not solely in school records or
school statistics, but in the histories of these students
after they have left the class-room and entered upon em-
ployment.
Accordingly a follow-up study was
made of two groups of 348 boys and 299»girls,of the class
which had graduated from school five years previously.
The particular problem set up was to determine:
1, Whether there was any correla-
tion between the courses pursued by pupils in high school
and their vocational interests expressed ^uat before
graduation*
2, Whether there was any significan||t
correlation between the vocational interests of students
and the field of occupation entered,
3, Whether the vocational training
received in school was put to definite vocational use,
From the summary of the answers to
these questions it might be possible to determine how
The
perma-
nence of
interest
Note, This is not the same class of 299 girls mentioned
page 102, The similarity of numbers is a pure coincidence
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effectively the secondary schools were preparing students
for life, and how far a counselor might depend upon them
to further her program of guidance.
The first study made was that of
the distribution of students among the courses of the
school. *
TABLE XXV EXPLAINING CHART XXXII
TABLE OF STUDENT DISTRIBUTION IN COURSES.
Course Boys Girls Difference
College 36^ 12% 2^%
The outstanding feature of this
chart is the utter disproportion of the number of girls
who pursue the commercial course. Practically three-
fourths of all girls in this particular senior class are
registered in this section, while the other fourth is dis-
tributed among those preparing for college, for normal
school, or for some other school or line of work not def-
initely commercial. Among the boys the situation is
quite different. The college preparatory group is the
largest, with the technical cotirse— intended primarily
to prepare for admission to such technical colleges as
Massachusetts Institute of Technology— second. The ac-
tual number of boys who are contemplating college entrance
* Note, ""
No I.i^.'s for these students were available, as
no intelligence of any sort had ever been given to the
group.
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is not 36^, therefore, but QOfo ( college course Z6fo plus
24*^ preparing for technical colleges). The« reasons be-
neath this difference among boys and girls of expectancy
of education beyond secondary school are not important —
in this instance— except as they affect the teacher-coun-*
selor in her program of guidance. In most professions,
today, with the single exception of teaching, the road of
the woman entrant is beset with difficulties. The weight
of tradition is strongly against her, and this knowledge
reacts upon the girl to some extent. Far more important,
it tends to influence parents to discourage their daugh-
ters from embarking upon such careers, and sometimes to re-
fuse to pay for any further education directed at such an
objective.
Unfortunately it impossible to show
a chart of the vocational interests which either group
expressed when they entered high school as freshman al-
most ten years ago. At that time nothing was done to guidi
the entering students— or to qualify this statement a
little— no organized guidance for which some person or
some group was definitely responsible was availaWe for
the entering class.
The chart and the table upon pages
114 and 115 record the vocational interests of the group
during their senior year, when it must be admitted,^any


I
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had made up their minds to accept the inevitable and en-
ter those fields of work which represented not their own
preference but which seemed to be dictated to them by
expediency. Nevertheless, a glance at the table of girls
and the table of boys upon page 111 and the ones which
follow, will show there is a significant correlation*be-
tween choices expressed and courses pursued*
TABLE OF VOCATIONAL PREFERENCES
Of
HIGH SCHOOL SENIOR CLASSES.
Preference Boys Girls Difference
2. Business
3. Commercial
4. Mercantile
(selling)..
. .9^ 1% 8%
5. Industrial 7% 7fo
Undecided lOfo 44> efo
6. Further educationO 8^ -8^
These tables reflect the wider in-
terests, the wider opportunities, the wider ambitions of
boys. No girl sets down any executive position as the
goal of her ambition, but ZOfo of the parallel group of
boys are definitely shaping their careers toward that end.
Without doubt this variation in vocational ambition can
not be set solely as the result of such social situations
as prejudice and tradition. They are rather inherent in
the knowledge that for the one group participation in the
-•—This wilt De dealT^with m greater detail on pages HB
and 119
(
•
•
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Girls Difference
15^,
.51^,
,18^! Professions SSfo.
2. Commercial 18^,..
( cler icsil
)
3. Mercantile 16% 3% 13%
(selling)
4* Business 16% 1% 15%
(executive)
5. Industrial ..9% 9%
6, Married ? 20%
7, Can not locate,.., 6^c.....
8, At home 2%
9, Proprietors djp 1% 8%
world of work shall continue throughout the active years o^
life^ while for the other it is rather a brief episode be-
tween school and married life. This has an extreme signi-
ficance for the vocational counselor. However heartily she
is in sympathy with wider opportunities for women in educa-j
tion and in business, she must recognize that both parents
and employers have grounds to consider girls poor educatioijl-
al and executive risks.
The table which follows and the chart upon
page 117 show the distribution of this same senior class
five years after they have left school and gone into the
field of employment-— sometimes into the one of their ex-
pressed interest and sometimes not.
TABLE XXVI**EXPLAINING CHART XXX IV
DISTRIBUTION OF A SENIOR CLASS
after
FIVE YEARS .
Occupational Field Boys

CHART XXXIV
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A TABLE OF COMPARISONS
BETWEEN
BOYS VOCATIONAL PREFERENCE EXPRESSED
IN SCHOOL
and
OCCUPATIONAL FIELD FIVE YEARS AFTER ,
Occupational Field Expressed Vocational Entered ^
preference Vocation entering
Vocation
^ Preferr ed I
!• Professions 30f« 33f« 110^
2. Business ZOjo 16^ 53^
(executive)
3. Commercial 14ft> 18^ 113%
(clorical)
4. Mercantile 9% 16% 180%
(selling)
5. Industrial 7% 9fc IZOfc
6. Undecided 10%
?• "Proprietors 9%
This table is designed to show the
relation which exists between the vocational preference
expressed in school and the vocation entered afterwards.
The single group which fails to show high correlation is
that composed of those boys who hope to become business
executives, ^ere, however, age and experience are factors
of great importance. In five years many boys who will
eventually enter these positions— boys with college train-
ing who prefer to become business men— are but one year
out ®t. college and have had little time to make progress.
The distribution at the end of ten years would probably
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8how a different line-up. This table would tend to show,
in spite of the short interval which has prevented all boyi
from reaching their chosen field, that there is a very xea.'l
relation between interest as expressed in vocational pre-
ference
,
and occupation in life, and the these interests
are to a high degree, permanent.
A TABLE OF COMPARISONS
BETWEEN
GIRLS VOCATIONAL PREFERENCES EXPRESSED
IN SCHOOL
and
THEIR OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION FIVE YEARS LATER
Occupational Field Expressed Vocational Entered entering
Preferenc e Vocation Vocation
preferred
1. Professions 20$> 15f<». ....... 75^
2. Business 0> lf>, .
.
(executive)
3. Commercial 67% 51% 76%
(clerical)
4. Mercantile 1% Z%
(selling)
5. Married dO%
6* Proprietors 1%
This chart well represents the dif-
ficulty which confronts counselors, and in fact all who are
responsible for the higher education of girls. Within
five years twenty percent of the entire class had married,
and although not all withdrew immediately from business.
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it does mean a substantial permanent loss. In order to
make this chart tell the whole truth it is necessary to
add that 98% of all girls who took commercial training
were employed in some one of the clerical lines for which
they were trained. This does not include those college
course girls who took their degree in colleges specializing
in secretarial training, or received commercial education
in schools other than the public high school. This 98 'jo
comprises that group which made up the "commercial" course
in high school.
No study of interests and their
carry-over into life would be complete without including
some consideration of further education beyond high school
as representing a very definite preference for many stu-
dents. The study below was intended to show what proportion
of those who prepared for college entered college, or some
school not of college grade, w hich provided further edu-
cation,
TABLE XXVII
HIGHER EDUCATION
BOYS
Course » jo taking higher education % not taking higher
education
College 91f* 9%
Technical 70fo 30'/i»
General 33ffi 677c
Commercial 15fo 867*
•
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HIGHER EDUCATION
GIRLS
Course % taking higher education % not taking higher
>
education
Normal 95fc 5^
HIGHER EDUCATION
DEGREE AND NON DEGREE INSTITUTIONS
BOYS
Percent of class going on for further education. .46^
" •* •* " "to degree-conferring
" " " " to non-degree institutionslO^
Girls
ercent of class going on for further education, ,33^
M MM "to degree-conferring
M MM H
-^Q non-degree conferring
See chart
•
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The conclusions which a teacher-
counselor can draw from this study are:
1. There is a high degree of permanence in
the interests expressed by students in secondary school,
especially in the senior year.
2* There is a high degree of probability that
students will enter that field of occupation for which
they have have received secondary school training,
3» . The duty of the counselor is, therefore, to
||
make certain that students make their choice of course
and of vocational objective intelligently, and with a
very clear understanding of all those factors which may
influence choice. In employment there seems to be little
tendency to change from one field of occupation to another
Advancement is along the line of natural promotion—from
clerk to office executive— from salesman to sales-execu-
tive^— rather than from commercial worker to professional,
or from salesgirl to bookkeeper. In a few instances of-
fice workers have studied at night and passed the bar, or
clerks in an office are given opportunties to become sales
man, but this is not usual. The tendency seems confined
chiefly to two occupations: the lawyer, and the trained
nurse
,
As a result of this permanence of
interest combined with the rigidity which exists in the

world of work, there rests upon the school counselor an
obligation:
1. To ascertain so far as she is able how far
the course which a student follows represents his true
vocational interest,
2, To correct mistakes wherever possible, or to
broaden the range of student occupational information,
3, To plan courses so broad and flexible that
cross^over in school may be possible without excessive
loss of time*
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CfHAPTER VIII
i
SUMMARY
Before summarizing the conclusions
which it is legitimate to make as a result of this study.
it is advisable to repeat that the objective of it was to
discover whether or not the teacher coimselor could con-
sider either intelligence or interest a reliable index in
guidance, I'he problem of the counselor is two-fold:
1, To locate those pupils who are inher- The
ently problems in guidance.
problem
of the
2, To aid great masses of children who
counselor
year by year depend upon her for counsel in selecting
course and school.
Those pupils who are inherently
problems in guidance are those who are potential failures
and drop-outs because:
! 'ihey are unable mentally to do
school work.
2. They present some obscure mental.
physical, temperamental, or social difficulty.
As a result of the study of intel- Intel-
ligence as a factor in guidance it appears legitimate to
ligence
conclude that the counselor can discover one group of
potential failures and drop-outs when she locates:
Il
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1. All students with I,q,»3 below 90
2» All students one year or more retarde(,
3« All students who are both on one of
the lower mental levels and are retarded. The educational
risk increases dangerously with each year of retardation.
With these, the more readily recog-
nized problems^^located, those students who present the raor^!
obscure and more difficultly diagnosed cases will stand
out, because many of them although in the upper quartiles
Of intelligence, are scholastic failures. The cause of
this is often found in some emotional, phsyical, or social
condition.
The factor of interest can not be
separated from intelligence, because as it is apparent from
certain parts of the study, the student's interest is con-
ditioned by his ability to do the work required of him.
Therefore in selection of school and course these two de-
terminants must be considered together,
1, J^echanical intelligence and interest is
not in direct proportion to a student's inability to do
academic work, and school or course should be selected on
the positive factor of interest, rather than on the nega-
tive factor of inability to do school work,
2. The great masses of students in the mid-
dle ranges of intelligence are almost equally divided in-
Special
problems
Interest
Mechanical
Intelli-
gence
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to those possessing mechanical intelligence and those
who do not. The factor, also, should be considered in
course counseling,
3, Since the larger amount of school elimi-
nation can be traced to inability to do school work, the
courses for those in the doubtful zone, should be planned
to reduce to a minimum those subjects in which the stu-
dent has little interest,
4, The vocational interests which are reached
in secondary school are permanent to a high degree,
5, Students tend to enter that field of oc-
cupation for which they are trained in secondary school.
6, The field of occupation is fairly rigid.
Once a student enters a particular section of it he is
more apt to progress in it through promotion than to leave
it through cross-over into some other part of it,
7, There is a heavy responsibility upon the
counselor in the intermediate school to acquaint the stu-
dent with the range of academic and mechanical experiences
,
to check up his interests in them through conferences with
him and through his school records. His secondary course
ought to be selected in the light of those revealed
interests,
8. There is a responsibility upon the secondary
school counselor to help the student to discover whether
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or not the student has made a proper vocational choice,be-
cause once having entered upon employment, a worker *s op-
portunities of transfer from one class of occupation to
another, diminished to a slight margin.
This study would tend to show,
therefore, that intelligence and interest can be valuable
indices to a teacher-counselor— in any type of school
system— who is responsible for a program of guidance. It
calls for nothing beyond usual school equipment— school
data, such as age, years of attendance, marks except
the group intelligence test, or preferably the battery of
intelligence tests. Any teacher of experience can admini-
ster such tests; any school system, however limited its
budget can supply them. Far from reducing guidance to a
mechanical classification of pupils, it would, on the con-
trary , ensure that problem cases were called to the coun-
selor's attention. Instead of decreasing the extent of
personal contact between counselor and pupil, it would
make that contact intelligent and vital.
To administer a guidance program in
the light of interest and intelligence as important fac-
tors in it, is to get away from the overwhelming tendency
of present day guidance-^— the subjective element of the
counselor's personal opinion of the student. Such a pro-
gram as would be built up would provide for an impersonal^
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a scientific diagnosis of the pupil, which might or might
not correspond to the teacher* s estimate of him. At least
such a picture of the child would be a truer likeness of
him as he is, than the image created by a teacher's re-
port, inevitably colored by her own reaction to him.The
problem of the counselor in trying to obtain a clear, im-
partial view of the pupil from every angle is extremely
difficult. Whatever can aid her to this view ought to be
placed within her reach. If interest and intelligence
are the important factors which they appear to be, then
the program of guidance ought to be so organized that
they will be incorporated into it, in such a way as to
give the counselor the information she needs to aid the
pupil to discover his interests and abilities, and once
knowing them to shape his future training to develop them
for usefulness and service*
•
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